
Surface

for Business

Loved by employees, built by Microsoft

Hardware built with the 

software you trust

What makes Surface for Business different is the 

specific experiences and features built for the 

commercial space including enterprise-grade security, 

and leading modern management with Autopilot, 

Surface Enterprise Management Mode (SEMM), and 

Microsoft Intune.

Windows 10 Pro comes standard on Surface for 

Business devices, offering additional built-in security 

and management features that let you focus on 

running your business. 

Meet Surface Book 3 for Business

Leave your desk behind and keep performance 

by your side. New Surface Book 3 is a robust 

laptop, powerful tablet, and portable studio. Our 

most powerful Surface laptop yet is faster than 

ever, pairing speed and graphics with the 

versatility you require.

Render video and motion graphics smoothly 

with the best graphics performance on any 

Surface laptop, powered by the latest NVIDIA® 

GeForce® or Quadro® GPUs and faster memory 

with up to 2TB of lightning-fast, pro-level 

storage and 32GB RAM.1



New Surface Go 2 for Business

Connect in the office, from the field, or on the go. Our 

compact, lightweight 2-in-1 empowers employees to 

get the job done with the full power of Windows 10 

Pro. A larger, brighter, and more brilliant touchscreen 

display now 10.5” expands horizons.

Surface Go 2 is a faster companion to run the 

essential business apps you rely on every day. Surface 

Go 2 is a faster companion to run the essential 

business apps you rely on every day. With 8th Gen 

Intel® Core™ m3 and Pentium® processors, Surface 

Go 2 is faster than Surface Go.2

Surface Pro X for Business

You’re always one step ahead. So is Surface Pro 

X. Sleek design and ultimate mobility combine in 

our thinnest 2-in-1 ever, with razor-thin 

bezels that take your ideas to the edge of the 

brilliant 13” touchscreen.

Stay connected and work more efficiently 

anywhere3 with blazing-fast LTE4 and a new Pen* 

that charges and stores securely in the Surface Pro 

X Signature Keyboard.*

Surface Arc Mouse

Learn more

Surface Pro Type Cover

Learn more

Surface Pen

Learn more

Surface Dock 2

Learn more

*Sold separately
1 Outside the US: up to 1 TB storage. System software and updates use significant storage space. Available storage is subject to change based on system software and updates and apps usage. 1 GB = 1 billion 

bytes. 1 TB = 1,000 GB.
2 Geekbench multi-core score comparison of Surface Go 2 versus Surface Go; February 2020.
3 At this time, Surface Pro X will not install 64-bit applications that have not been ported to ARM64, some games and CAD software, and some third-party drivers or anti-virus software. New 64-bit apps 
are coming to ARM 64 all the time.
4 Service availability and performance subject to service provider’s network. Contact your service provider for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card, and activation. See all specs and frequencies at surface.com.

Complete the Surface for Business Experience
Surface accessories are virtually universal across devices
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